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Founded in 1865, Ropes & Gray has expanded in every measurable way in the 21st century, acquiring 
smaller boutique firms in the States while claiming new turf in Asia and Europe. Known for its 
corporate work, the firm has adapted to law’s accelerated globalization by bolstering practice areas 
such as intellectual property, litigation, life sciences, and healthcare. 

From Microchips to Private Equity
In recent years, the intellectual property litigation group has tried cases ranging from touch-screens 
for video games to patents covering blood glucose meters, high-performance computer chips, and 
computer-driven annuities, and has been recognized by leading publications for its achievements. 

The firm’s general litigation practice has also been on a roll recently, helping win a big jury trial 
for Goldman Sachs in a case closely watched by the media, and representing a number of clients 
in several high-profile data breach cases, including The Home Depot, Target, Wyndham Hotels and 
Neiman Marcus. The firm’s appellate group argued five recent cases before the Supreme Court, 
including a seminal case for the mutual funds industry and the landmark marriage equality case in 
2015. That practice has been bolstered in recent years by a strong government enforcement group, 
which has made a name for itself with high-profile anti-corruption work in China, including leading 
an internal investigation for GlaxoSmithKline.

As Ropes’ litigation practices boom, its private equity practice continues to push forward. Led by 
partner and firm chairman Brad Malt—who founded the firm’s private equity group—Ropes & Gray 
has built up a strong leveraged buyout practice, in addition to impressive financial services and asset 
management practices. The firm is counsel for more than 1,000 mutual funds (or their directors). 
Ropes & Gray is also among the top firms in structuring IPOs, representing many of the leading 
underwriters. The firm’s private equity clients include many of the world’s largest private equity firms, 
including Audax Group, Bain Capital, and Berkshire Partners. 

Pro Bono Pros
In addition to the impressive variety of its practices, Ropes & Gray is devoted to carrying on its 
tradition of pro bono work and community service. Associates and partners work in a range of areas—
including child abduction cases, housing and homelessness, voting rights, nonprofit incorporation 
and asylum—and for a variety of organizations—such as Immigration Equality, Lawyers’ Committee 
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for Civil Rights, Accion, Human Rights First and Veterans Consortium. High-impact opportunities from the past year included the firm’s role 
arguing for marriage equality at the U.S. Supreme Court in Obergefell v. Hodges, and the historic resolution of a multi-year class action litigation 
that sparked meaningful prison reform at New York City’s Rikers Island jails. 

May 2016: Undefeated
Ropes & Gray prevailed at the Federal Circuit in a patent infringement suit brought against Samsung Electronics by Affinity Labs of Texas. The 
firm also has a 30–0 record before the PTAB in final written decisions that have, collectively, invalidated every claim ruled on by the Board.

January 2016: Side Effects May Include $20 Billion in Revenue
Ropes & Gray advised Shire plc in its agreement with Baxalta Inc. to combine the two companies for an aggregate consideration of approximately 
$32 billion in the largest takeover of 2016 thus far.  

October 2015: Rikers Rights 
Ropes & Gray reached a landmark resolution in Nunez v. City of New York, a class action suit in the S.D.N.Y. that challenged the unconstitutional 
use of excessive force against inmates at Rikers Island. The innovative settlement called for new use of force policies and training protocols, 
improved recruitment screening, installation of thousands of new surveillance cameras, a pilot program for staff body cameras, and a court-
appointed Monitor.

September 2015: Buyout Gangnam Style
A consortium led by private equity firm MBK Partners acquired Homeplus, the South Korean unit of British supermarket chain Tesco plc, in a 
cross-border transaction valued at appx. $6 billion—one of the largest Asia Pacific private equity transactions of 2015 and the largest buyout 
ever in South Korea. Ropes & Gray advised Canada Pension Plan Investment Board on its 20% stake acquisition in Homeplus and the financing 
aspects of the CPPIB stake, and also represented China Investment Corporation, a second co-investor.

June 2015: Equal Dignity Under the Law
In a case that many have called one of the preeminent civil rights decisions of our generation, Ropes & Gray partner Doug Hallward-Driemeier, together 
with Mary Bonauto, civil rights project director at GLAD, argued before the Supreme Court on behalf of the petitioners in Obergefell v. Hodges. In a 
5–4 opinion authored by Justice Kennedy, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of the petitioners, holding that the 14th Amendment requires a state to 
license a marriage between two people of the same sex and to recognize the marriages of same-sex couples validly performed out of state. 

Vault’s Verdict: “Smart, smart, smart” is, in the words of one associate, what Ropes & Gray is looking for. But as would be expected of a firm 
known for its focus on teamwork, arrogance isn’t welcomed here.

Hiring Process
• “Everyone here feels lucky they got in. The firm wants the best candidates from the best schools and gets so many applications that it can 

be fairly picky. It also wants people who will fit into the firm’s culture. The firm doesn’t want gunners or show offs, it’s a low key place 
where everyone is an equal.”

• “Typical summer associate process—we rate candidates on three axes—drive, brains, and sociability—and all are given equal weight. We 
focus on the normal ‘top’ law schools, but we also usually hire people from other schools. If anything, there is a fair amount of recognition 
among the people I work with that credentials are not a good guide to who will be an effective lawyer.”

Vault’s Verdict: Ropes associates can hardly find a negative word to utter about their employer, and with a culture committed to both professionalism 
and work/life balance, market-rate compensation, unbeatable training, and substantive work from the first year, it’s not hard to see why.

IN THE NEWS
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GETTING HIRED

OUR SURVEY SAYS
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ASSOCIATE LIFE

Satisfaction
• “The work is challenging and interesting. Ropes’ culture encourages more experienced practitioners to take the time to explain and 

contextualize the more-junior work. If people think you can handle more challenging work, and you want it, you will get it. Clients are also 
intelligent and there is a good mix of newer and more established clients.”

• “I like the people I work with, I still have a life, I get good and interesting work, and the other associates and partners are very concerned 
with my growth. Could not have asked for anything more at a BigLaw firm.”

• “Very satisfied with life here at Ropes. Having previously been at two different big law firms, I feel that Ropes is top notch at balancing work 
demands and respect for the individual associates as humans.”

Firm Culture
• “I left Ropes to join a more profitable and prestigious law firm. I left that firm and returned to Ropes after less than a year away, in large part 

due to differences in workplace culture. It’s a very friendly and open environment. People here know each other’s spouse’s and kids’ names.”

• “The firm’s culture is excellent. People socialize together during the day and outside of work. This isn’t only between associates going out 
for a drink or going to someone’s wedding, but also with partners. Feel free to drop by a partner’s office around lunch time and ask if he or 
she wants to grab a sandwich. Another aspect of the culture is how informal everything is. No one wears a suit. No one even wears a tie.”

• “I came to Ropes & Gray for the firm culture, and I’ve found it exactly what I pictured: collaborative, fast-paced, respectful, and fun. My 
colleagues, both attorneys and non-attorneys, are extremely bright and competent, and a pleasure to work with.”

Associate/Partner Relations
• “Associates are the lifeblood of the firm and the partners know that. They treat us as though the success of the firm depends on us. We 

are respected and consulted for decisions, partners share details of the firm’s business with us, they involve us at every level in client 
interaction. They share their lives with us. We have town hall meetings to talk about associate concerns.”

• “I feel like partners have overall been terrific. Demanding, but fair, and always encouraging and quick to praise good performance.”   

• “I usually work under an associate and a partner for my deals. I do most of my work with the associate, and the associate has me send 
completed products to the partner. Thus, I get to interact with partners while also having a bit of a safety net to make sure I don’t do 
anything stupid and it makes me a lot more comfortable with these interactions.”

HOURS/MONEY

Hours and Compensation
• “Sometimes the hours can be heavy, but the firm does a good job of trying to spread the work out among associates so no one is getting too 

overworked. Face-time is not high on the priority list, and technology makes it easy to work remotely.”

• “In comparing notes with friends at peer firms, we work less and enjoy more. There is very little grunt work around here. The nature of our 
clients is that they are focused on deal points that matter, not busy work. There is no face-time requirement. Ropes is legendary for its 
generous work from home policies. If you aren’t feeling well, or if it is snowing out, or if the plumber is coming, or if you were up late 
watching the Oscars, then just work from home. No one thinks twice about it.”

• “Generally follows the market, though bonuses do tend to be slightly more generous than most other firms (i.e. low hour target hours to be 
guaranteed a bonus, above which mark bonuses are adjusted modestly above the market amount).”   

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Work Assignments
• “There’s less hierarchy here than other places (I was briefly at another firm). If you are a junior associate and the person supervising you 

thinks you can handle midlevel work, you will get midlevel work. There’s very much a culture of managing up here, where the more junior 
associates are expected to handle as much as possible and are given a chance to do so.”

• “As a second year associate, one might expect a certain level of non-substantive work/administrative tasks. However, R&G has an amazing support 
system and the partners really push for even the most junior associates to work almost exclusively on substantive work. My work never includes 
making binders, printing, etc., and very frequently includes active participation on client calls and substantial input into memos and agreements.”

Training & Mentoring
• “Ropes prides itself on the quality and quantity of its formal training programs, and these are usually well attended. I appreciate the regularity 

with which training is scheduled, which means it is easier to attend a session every few weeks instead of losing several days at a time.”
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• “Ropes is all about mentoring. We have several different mentors and advisors within the firm, who are there to guide us as our tenure 
grows and teach us to become better lawyers. There is also an effort to connect diverse associates with partners at the firm, ensuring that 
important connections are made that otherwise could be overlooked.”

Career Outlook
• “The firm wants people to stay and become partners. It is clear in everything they do. They also make clear that firm life isn’t for everyone 

and therefore they have a very strong alumni network and are proactive about placing associates with top companies and clients.”

• “There are a lot of opportunities within and outside the firm, whether it is partner, counsel, or leaving to go in-house to one of the many 
clients. It’s early to know whether partner is realistic, but exit opportunities are available for deserving associates.”

• “I think it is realistic. There are strong female associates ahead of me that are on their way to partnership, which I find encouraging.”

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Pro Bono Commitment
• “Ropes & Gray is strongly committed to having all associates and partners perform pro bono work. The firm encourages every lawyer to 

perform at least 20 hours of pro bono work a year. The firm has a dedicated group to help receive pro bono assignments for the firm and 
assign them to lawyers.”

• “Unlimited pro bono hours count toward the billable hours for bonus. What more can be said? You could bill a thousand hours to pro bono 
and no one would blink an eye.”

Diversity Efforts
• “Given the reputation law firms have as bastions of conservatism in many respects, Ropes has a wonderfully open atmosphere when it comes 

to different types of diversity. The firm is also aware that although it has made great strides, there is always room for progress. It has more 
female partners than most or any other firm.”

• “Having recently announced an upcoming maternity leave, I have been gratified how receptive the firm has been. It is clear that they view 
generosity as necessary to keep the pipeline of potential female partners flowing. This year, two women on reduced time ‘Impact’ schedules 
made partner.”

• “I’m a minority woman who feels comfortable and supported at the firm. I can’t speak to the other diversity demographics, but I can say 
that it’s my overall feeling that everyone feels included, no matter the difference. Again, this is reflected in the culture. There are tight-knit 
summer classes, which extends and translates to tight-knit first-years. It feels like a family.”

OVERALL BUSINESS OUTLOOK

Outlook
• “The firm is well positioned to survive any economic climate, with its conservative yet calculated approach to growth and business strategy.”

• “We have hired many new partners recently, especially in the NY and international offices. It feels like the firm is in a strong position to 
grow and thrive. I will be interested to see how the firm maintains its culture as it grows and becomes more international.”

Summer Program
• “There were many social events - happy hours, cooking class, lunches, city tours, dinners, wine tastings, bowling, the list goes on. We formed 

great relationships with other first years and also had the opportunity to get to know other associates and partners. I felt like it was a great 
program without being overwhelming.”

• “The summer program is very well done—the goal is to meet as many attorneys as possible, learn about the different areas of practice and 
bond with your fellow summer associates and soon-to-be colleagues. The events are varied and mix local history and team-building and 
traditional mixers.”

• “From the first assignment I received I felt like an integrated part of the team. I was never given busy work, each assignment was necessary 
to help achieve our client’s goals. Additionally, the training I received, both formally and informally was unparalleled. While the formal 
training sessions were necessary to build my skill set, associates and partners took the time to review my work and provide thoughtful 
feedback so I could continue to improve.” 

• “One of the factors I chose Ropes was the promise that I would be given early responsibility and substantive assignments if I showed a 
willingness and capability. I did both, and Ropes has continuously and unfailingly delivered on its promise.”
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